Rice works with leading oil and gas companies to protect downhole tubing from costly potential failures in both everyday and extreme environments.

As the manufacturer of **Duoline® Corrosion Resistant Lining Systems** in Canada, we provide superior corrosion protection technologies for a variety of applications including but not limited to:

- Sour water injection wells with CO₂ and H₂S content
- Oil and gas producing wells with acid gases, brine or other corrosive content
- Brine (salt water) injection wells
- Water/gas injection wells
- Fresh water injection wells
- Oil and gas producing wells with physical wear issues

An extensive onshore and offshore history throughout the world has proven Duoline as a more durable, longer lasting corrosion solution than traditional IPC coatings. Rice OCTG products keep your assets producing longer while preventing workovers, providing the lowest life cycle costs in the industry.
Keeping Your Business Moving

Since 1952 Rice Resource Technologies has equipped our clients for success.

**Technically Superior Design. Best In Class Performance.**

Rice’s Pipe Integrity products have earned a reputation as the go-to solution for Canada’s energy industries. Our world-class OCTG Corrosion Protection products and Pipeline & Process Piping Fittings are second-to-none and can be trusted to perform in the most demanding environments.

**Reconditioning Services**

Rice’s Pipe Integrity products have become the industry standard. Our reconditioning services ensure they stay that way. Most of our products can be reconditioned to achieve peak performance – maximizing your product life and reducing replacement costs.

**Corrosion Protection Products for Oilfield Tubular Goods**

Because failure is not an option, our unique Pipe Integrity products have become the industry standard for quality, durability and safety in distinct applications.

**Fittings and Equipment for Pipeline & Process Piping**
Rice works with leading oil and gas companies to protect downhole tubing from costly potential failures in both everyday and extreme environments.

As the manufacturer of Duoline® Corrosion Resistant Lining Systems in Canada, we provide superior corrosion protection technologies for a variety of applications including:

- Sour water injection wells with CO2 and H2S content
- Oil and gas producing wells with acid gases, brine or other corrosive content
- Brine (salt water) injection wells
- Water/gas injection wells
- Fresh water injection wells
- Oil and gas producing wells with physical wear issues

An extensive onshore and offshore history throughout the world has proven Duoline as a more durable, longer lasting corrosion solution than traditional IPC coatings. Rice OCTG products keep your assets producing longer while preventing workovers, providing the lowest life cycle costs in the industry.

Rice’s Pipeline & Process Piping Fittings ensure greater ease, assurance and flexibility when it comes to pipeline construction, integrity and maintenance. We carry the products most trusted by the industry to protect people and assets, while preventing costly shutdowns – including those products by Plidco® and Robar Industries.

Available in bolt-on and weldable configurations for use in any environment, regardless of pressure, temperature or product composition.

Repair and Maintenance Fittings:
We only carry the top-rated products for safely and efficiently repairing piping that is compromised or at risk of failure. Our Plidco sleeves are the first line of action in many ERPs for the largest pipeline operators across the world.

Tapping and Line Stop Fittings:
Built to the most rigorous standards, our products ensure the highest levels of operator safety, while keeping facilities online.

Connector Fittings:
An extensive selection of couplings and adaptors, service outlet saddles, tapping sleeves and more.

Custom Manufacturing:
Developing and fabricating custom fittings, often on an emergency basis, ensures problems get solved the right way, the first time.
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Fittings and Equipment for Pipeline & Process Piping

Rice’s Pipeline & Process Piping Fittings ensure greater ease, assurance and flexibility when it comes to pipeline construction, integrity and maintenance.

We carry the products most trusted by the industry to protect people and assets, while preventing costly shutdowns – including those products by Plidco® and Robar Industries. Available in bolt-on and weldable configurations for use in any environment, regardless of pressure, temperature or product composition.

**Repair and Maintenance Fittings:** We only carry the top-rated products for safely and efficiently repairing piping that is compromised or at risk of failure. Our Plidco sleeves are the first line of action in many ERPs for the largest pipeline operators across the world.

**Tapping and Line Stop Fittings:** Built to the most rigorous standards, our products ensure the highest levels of operator safety, while keeping facilities online.

**Connector Fittings:** An extensive selection of couplings and adaptors, service outlet saddles, tapping sleeves and more.

**Custom Manufacturing:** Developing and fabricating custom fittings, often on an emergency basis, ensures problems get solved the right way, the first time.
What is today’s challenge?

For more detail on Rice Pipe Integrity products, visit our website or contact our Pipe Integrity team. If you have any questions specific to your application, pricing or delivery, we are at your service.

RiceResource.com
1.855.4RICE.RT